
Application for Review of Bail Conditions by Justice 
Bail Act 2013 Section 52 

Case number:       

Name of accused:       

Address of accused:       

Name of bail guarantor or acceptable person:       

Address of bail guarantor or acceptable person:       

Offence(s):       

Date of next court appearance:       

Place of next court appearance:       

Date of last court appearance:       

Place of last court appearance:       

Prosecutor/complainant name:       

Prosecutor/complaint address:       

I apply for variation of my bail conditions by an authorised justice:       

 

1. My current bail conditions are as detailed on my form of bail acknowledgement (a copy of 
which is attached). 

2. I seek the following bail condition variations: 

(a) that the justice vary the days on which, or the times at which, I must report to a police 
station under a bail reporting condition. 

Details:       

 

(b) that the justice vary the police station to which I must report under a bail reporting 
condition. 

 Details:       

 



(c) that the justice reduce the number of days on which I must report to a police station 
under a bail reporting condition. 

Details:       

 

(d) that the justice revoke a bail reporting condition. 

 Details:       

 

(e) that the justice vary the address at which I must reside under a bail residence condition. 

 Details:       

 

(f) that the justice vary an association condition       

 

(g) that the justice vary a curfew condition       

 

3. The grounds upon which the variation is sought is as follows:       

 

Applicant:       

Dated:       
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